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ABSTRACT
R-loops are formed when replicative forks collide
with the transcriptional machinery and can cause
genomic instability. However, it is unclear how R-
loops are regulated at transcription-replication con-
flict (TRC) sites and how replisome proteins are reg-
ulated to prevent R-loop formation or mediate R-
loop tolerance. Here, we report that ATAD5, a PCNA
unloader, plays dual functions to reduce R-loops
both under normal and replication stress conditions.
ATAD5 interacts with RNA helicases such as DDX1,
DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 and increases the abun-
dance of these helicases at replication forks to facili-
tate R-loop resolution. Depletion of ATAD5 or ATAD5-
interacting RNA helicases consistently increases R-
loops during the S phase and reduces the replica-
tion rate, both of which are enhanced by replica-
tion stress. In addition to R-loop resolution, ATAD5
prevents the generation of new R-loops behind the
replication forks by unloading PCNA which, other-
wise, accumulates and persists on DNA, causing a
collision with the transcription machinery. Depletion
of ATAD5 reduces transcription rates due to PCNA
accumulation. Consistent with the role of ATAD5
and RNA helicases in maintaining genomic integrity
by regulating R-loops, the corresponding genes
were mutated or downregulated in several human
tumors.
INTRODUCTION
R-loops are reversible nucleic acid structures that feature
an DNA–RNA hybrid and the resulting non-hybridized
single-stranded DNA (ssDNA). Genome-wide analysis
based on DNA–RNA immunoprecipitation (DRIP)-
sequencing has shown that R-loops are enriched in
promoters of actively transcribed genes and are a part
of transcription terminators. R-loops play a key role
in regulating gene expression at those genomic regions.
In addition, R-loops are intermediates in many other
cellular processes, including telomere maintenance, DNA
replication and DNA repair (1,2).
R-loops temporarily form to regulate many aspects of cel-
lular physiology. R-loop formation and resolution are reg-
ulated in at least two ways. First, RNA processing proteins
limit R-loop formation by occupying RNA transcripts in
order to reduce the chance of RNA invading DNA (3). Sec-
ond, when R-loops have already formed, helicases unwind
DNA–RNA hybrids or ribonucleases degrade the RNA,
both of which remove the R-loop (4). Emerging evidence
has shown that persistent R-loops make the genome vul-
nerable to DNA damage due to exposure of ssDNA re-
gions and blockage of replication fork progression, leading
to replication stress (5,6). Proper processing of R-loops dur-
ing DNA replication and repair is therefore required to pre-
serve genome integrity.
Transcription-replication conflicts (TRCs) interfere with
DNA replication, resulting in potential threats to genome
stability (1). Recent reports suggest that head-on TRCs fa-
cilitate R-loop formation while the DNA–RNA hybrid is re-
solved and consequently R-loop formation is reduced in co-
directional TRCs (7,8). Recent reports showed that DNA–
RNA hybrids, which spontaneously form independent of
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cell cycles stage, induce TRCs and R-loop-mediated ge-
nomic instability when the DNA–RNA hybrids are stabi-
lized by a DNA–RNA hybrid binding protein (9) or when
ATR/CHK1 DNA damage checkpoint pathway is deficient
in cells (10). Additionally, the same report suggests that
post-replicative ssDNA gaps and unrepaired DSBs accu-
mulate DNA–RNA hybrids when the post-replicative re-
pair and DNA damage checkpoint pathways are deficient,
respectively (10). Besides DNA damage response pathways,
several DNA repair proteins, such as BRCA1, BRCA2 and
FANCD2, are proposed to participate in R-loop resolu-
tion at TRC sites (4,11–14). However, it is not completely
clear how these repair proteins prevent R-loop formation
or promote R-loop turnover. There are likely effector pro-
teins that are directly involved in R-loop tolerance at TRC
sites. Sen1/Senataxin DNA/RNA helicase, which resolves
R-loops at transcriptional pause sites, has been reported
to promote fork progression across RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII)-transcribed genes while moving together with
forks (15–17). This role of Sen1/Senataxin at replication
forks becomes apparent upon replication stress (17). TRCs
and R-loops have been reported to each induce formation of
the other (6–8). In addition, it has been shown that replica-
tion stress due to nucleotide depletion or DNA polymerase
inhibition increases R-loop formation (7). However, it is not
yet known how replication fork stalling increases TRCs to
produce R-loops and how R-loops are removed from repli-
cation forks under normal and replication stress conditions.
DEAD-box RNA helicases play crucial roles in all steps
of RNA metabolism (18). It has been recently reported
that several DEAD-box RNA helicases, such as DDX1,
DDX3, DDX5, DDX19, DDX21, DDX43 and DDX56,
possess DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding activity in vitro (19–
25). Most of these helicases have also been shown to re-
solve R-loops in cells (19,22,25,26). Depletion of DDX23
and DDX47 was also reported to increase R-loop lev-
els in cells, although their DNA–RNA hybrid unwind-
ing activity in vitro was not tested (27,28). In addition to
DEAD-box RNA helicases, DHX9, a DEXH-box RNA
helicase, was also reported to have a role in R-loop reg-
ulation through its DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding activ-
ity (29,30). Under replication stress, DDX19 and DDX47
were reported to function in R-loop resolution. DDX19
transiently re-localizes to the nucleus upon DNA dam-
age in an ATR/Chk1-dependent manner to resolve R-
loops (19). DDX47 processes long RNA transcripts in
conjunction with heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein parti-
cle U protein under mild replication stress in a FANCD2-
dependent pathway (27). However, it remains unclear
whether DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases function at the
replication fork and how they are recruited to and main-
tained at normal or stalled replication forks.
ATAD5, a mammalian homologue of yeast Elg1, is an
AAA+ ATPase protein that forms an alternative replication
factor C (RFC)-like complex (RLC) with RFC2-5 (31,32).
ATAD5 is important for maintaining genomic stability and
functions as a tumor suppressor based on tumor incidence
in Atad5 heterozygote mutant mice and the high mutation
frequency of ATAD5 gene in various human cancer patients
(33,34). ATAD5 likely suppresses tumorigenesis by regulat-
ing PCNA, the eukaryotic sliding clamp for replicative poly-
merases, at replication forks. Specifically, ATAD5 unloads
PCNA after DNA synthesis ends during normal DNA
replication (32,35,36). ATAD5 also helps to deubiquiti-
nate PCNA during the DNA damage tolerance pathway by
recruiting the ubiquitin-specific protease 1 (USP1)/USP1
associated factor (UAF1) complex (37). ATAD5-depleted
cells show characteristic features of replication stress, such
as a slow replication rate (35). In addition, a recent study
revealed that ATAD5 promotes replication fork restart un-
der replication stress (38). Since replication stress has been
reported to induce R-loop formation (7), we hypothesized
that ATAD5-RLC may have a role in R-loop regulation.
Here, we report that ATAD5 plays roles in both R-loop res-
olution and R-loop prevention. ATAD5/UAF1 increases
the abundance of DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases at the
replication forks by direct protein-protein interactions to re-
solve R-loops under normal and replication stress condi-
tions, facilitating replication fork progression. In addition,
PCNA unloading by ATAD5-RLC prevents the formation
of new R-loops behind the replication forks by reducing the
occurrence of collisions between PCNA remaining on DNA
and transcription machinery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and cell culture
Human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T, HeLa, HeLa-
FUCCI (fluorescent ubiquitination-based cell cycle indi-
cator) and U2OS cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fe-
tal bovine serum (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK),
100 U/ml penicillin G (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) and 100 g/ml streptomycin (Life Technologies) at
5% CO2, 37◦C. Transfection of plasmid DNA was per-
formed using X-tremeGENE™ HP (Roche, Basel, Switzer-
land) or Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen) and transfec-
tion of siRNAs, either synthetic duplexes or Dharmacon
SMART pool (20 nM), was performed using RNAiMAX
(Thermo Fisher Scientific) or the Dharmafect 1 transfec-
tion reagent (Dharmacon) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Cells were analyzed 48 h after transfection, un-
less otherwise specified in the text. To generate cell lines
expressing ATAD5 in a doxycycline-inducible manner, a
Lenti-X™ Tet-On® 3G inducible expression system was
used following the manufacturer’s protocol (Clontech Lab-
oratories, Mountain View, CA, USA). Briefly, wild type or
mutant ATAD5 cDNAs, either with a defect in UAF1 inter-
action or PCNA unloading (E1173K), were cloned into the
pLVX-TRE3G-ZsGreen1 vector and viral particles were
produced. U2OS cells expressing Tet3G were infected by vi-
ral particles and selected by puromycin to generate U2OS-
TetOn-ATAD5 cell lines. To generate a cell line expressing
RNaseH1-GFP in a doxycycline-inducible manner, FRT-
TO-GFP-M27-RNAseH1 (wild type or D210N mutant)
cDNA were cloned and stably transfected into a HeLa
Flp-in cell line. U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 and HeLa-TetOn-
RNaseH1-GFP cell lines were cultured in tetracycline-free
media. To induce protein expression, cells were treated with
100 ng/mL doxycycline 6 h after transfection of plasmid
DNA or small interference RNAs (siRNAs) and incubated
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Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), reagents and antibodies
The following synthetic duplex siRNAs were





(Bioneer #SN-1653-1), DDX21 (5′-GCAUGUA
UCUGCCUAUACUUU-3′) (22), DHX9 (5′-
AAUAGCCGCCACCUCCUCUUCCCUG-3′) (41),
and control siRNA (Bioneer #SN-1002). The following
siRNAs were purchased from Dharmacon: si-ATAD5,
si-FANCD2, and nontargeting siRNA Pool #1. The
following drugs were used in this study: hydroxyurea,
aphidicolin, cordycepin, indole-3-acetic acid (Sigma-
Aldrich). The following antibodies were used: anti-PCNA
(PC10), anti-UAF1 (E-4), anti-DDX1 (A-7), anti-DDX21
(D-8), anti-DHX9 (B-9), anti-RFC1 (B-5), anti-RFC3
(H-200) and anti-RFC4 (H-183) (Santa Cruz Biotech-
nology, Dallas, TX, USA); anti-p68 (DDX5, ab21696),
anti-PCNA (ab18197) and anti-GFP (ab1218) (Abcam);
anti–pCHK1 (S317) (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery,
TX, USA); anti-FLAG (F7425) and anti-Actin (A3853)
(Sigma-Aldrich); anti-histone H3 and anti- actin (BA3R)
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA); anti-
ubiquityl-PCNA (Lys164) (D5C7P) (Cell signaling);
anti-Myc (4A6) (Merck Millipore); anti-S9.6 (ENH001)
(Kerafast); anti-pRPA2 S33 (Cedarlane) antibodies. The
anti-human ATAD5 antibody was raised in rabbits against
an N-terminal fragment (1–297 aa) (37).
Protein extraction, immunoprecipitation and immunoblot
analysis
Isolation of a nuclear protein faction and a Triton X-100–
insoluble fraction (chromatin-bound fraction), immuno-
precipitation and immunoblot analysis were performed as
previously described (37) with slight modifications. For nu-
clear protein extraction, cell pellets were resuspended in
MBS-A buffer (10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 340 mM sucrose,
1.5 mM MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 0.1
M PMSF, phosphatase inhibitors and protease inhibitors)
and incubated for 8 min at 4◦C. After centrifugation, nuclei
were further lysed in buffer X (100 mM Tris–HCl, 250 mM
NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1% NP-40, 0.1 M PMSF, phosphatase
inhibitors and protease inhibitors) with Benzonase nuclease
followed by sonication and centrifugation. For chromatin
bound extraction, cell pellets were resuspended in Buffer A
(100 mM NaCl, 300 mM Sucrose, 3 mM MgCl2, 10 mM
PIPES (pH 6.8), 1 mM EGTA, 0.2% Triton X-100, 0.1 M
PMSF, phosphatase inhibitors and protease inhibitors) and
incubated for 5 min at 4◦C. After centrifugation, pellets
were further lysed in RIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 8.0), 5 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1%
SDS, 0.5% Na deoxycholate, 0.1 M PMSF, phosphatase
inhibitors and protease inhibitors) with Benzonase nucle-
ase for 45 min at 4◦C, followed by sonication and centrifu-
gation. For immunoblot analysis, proteins were separated
by SDS-PAGE and transferred to a nitrocellulose mem-
brane. The blot was incubated in Tris-buffered saline con-
taining 0.1% Tween 20 supplemented with 5% skim milk
and incubated with primary antibodies. After washing, the
blot was incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated
secondary antibodies (Enzo Life Sciences, New York, NY,
USA). The signal was detected using enhanced chemilu-
minescence reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) with an au-
tomated imaging system (ChemiDoc™; Bio-Rad Laborato-
ries, Hercules, CA, USA).
Protein purification
Proteins were purified as described previously (32). UAF1
and ATAD5 (N400) were prepared using the Bac-to-Bac
Baculovirus expression system (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Viral particles were prepared using Sf9 cells (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) and proteins were expressed in Hi-5
cells (Thermo Fisher Scientific). UAF1 was N-terminally
10xHIS tagged. For ATAD5 (N400), an additional MBP
tag was inserted between the N-terminal 10xHIS tag and
ATAD5 (N400) to increase stability and solubility. To pu-
rify proteins, lysates were obtained and clarified by son-
ication and ultracentrifugation (36 000×g, 60 min) using
cell lysis buffer (25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 300 mM potas-
sium acetate (KOAc), 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5
mM magnesium acetate, 10% glycerol, 1 mM ATP and
0.02% NP40) with 1× complete protease inhibitor cock-
tail (Roche). Proteins were subjected to sequential chro-
matography using complete His-Tag resin, anti-FLAG M2
agarose resin, and ion exchange chromatography. Purified
proteins were frozen and stored at −80◦C. The purified hu-
man recombinant MYC/FLAG-tagged DDX5 protein was
purchased from Origene (TP300371).
In vitro pull-down assay
An anti-c-MYC agarose affinity gel antibody produced in
rabbit (Millipore) was used for pull-down of MYC-tagged
DDX5. Anti-c-MYC agarose bead was incubated with 0.2%
BSA in PBS for 1 h at 4◦C. Bead was washed three times
with protein dilution buffer (25 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 100
mM KoAc, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 2.5 mM magne-
sium acetate, 10% glycerol, 1 mM ATP, and 0.02% NP40).
DDX5 (1 pmol) was incubated with anti-c-MYC bead for
30 min at 4◦C. Unbound proteins were washed with pro-
tein dilution buffer. Proteins of interest (1 pmol) were added
to DDX5-conjugated beads and incubated for 30 min at
4◦C. After washing, bead-bound proteins were collected by
denaturation with 2× SDS loading buffer and resolved by
SDS-PAGE and western blotting.
Immunostaining, image acquisition, and image analysis
R-loop immunostaining with the S9.6 antibody using the
spread method was performed as previously described (42)
with slight modification. After trypsinization, cells were
slowly mixed with pre-warmed 75 mM KCl in a drop-wise
manner then incubated at 37◦C for 12 min. Cells were then
fixed using a cold fixative solution (methanol/acetic acid
3:1). After fixation, the cell suspension was spread onto
a clean slide and exposed to 90◦C steam for 30 s. Slides
were dried at room temperature for 1 h. Cells were in-
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(BSA) and 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS) for 1 h and incubated
with S9.6 antibody (1:1000) in blocking buffer overnight at
4◦C. After washing with wash buffer (0.1% Triton X-100
in PBS), cells were incubated with mouse AlexaFluor 488-
conjugated secondary antibody (1:500) in wash buffer for 1
h at room temperature. After washing, cells were mounted
using ProLong® Gold antifade reagent (Vector Laborato-
ries). Confocal images were acquired with an LSM880 con-
focal microscope (Carl Zeiss). Image acquisition and anal-
ysis were performed with ZEN2.1 software.
For S9.6 epistasis analysis between ATAD5 and
FACND2 following the conventional method, cells were
washed with PBS, fixed with ice-cold methanol for 10 min,
and then permeabilized with ice-cold acetone for 1 min.
After a PBS wash, cells were blocked in 3% BSA, 0.1%
Tween 20 in a 4x saline sodium citrate buffer (SSC) for
1 h at room temperature. Cells were then incubated with
primary antibody S9.6 (1:500) overnight at 4◦C. Cells were
then washed three times in PBS and stained with mouse
AlexaFluoro-568-conjugated secondary antibody (1:1000)
(Life Technologies) for 1 h at room temperature, washed
three times in PBS, and stained with DAPI for 5 min.
Cells were imaged on LeicaDMI8 microscope at 100×.
ImageJ was used for processing and quantifying nuclear
S9.6 intensity in images.
Proximity ligation assay (PLA)
For the S9.6-PCNA PLA, cells were incubated in CSK
buffer (10 mM PIPES, 100 mM NaCl, 300 mM sucrose, 3
mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA and 0.5% Triton X-100™) for 10
min at 4◦C, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 20
min at room temperature, blocked with 10% fetal bovine
serum in PBS for 1 h at 37◦C in a humidity chamber. For
the RNAPII-PCNA PLA, cells grown on coverslips were
washed with PBS, fixed with 4% PFA for 15 min and per-
meabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 5 min. Cells were
then blocked in 3% BSA and 0.1% Tween 20 in 4× SSC
for 1 h at room temperature. After blocking, cells were
incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4◦C (1:250
mouse anti-S9.6 antibody (ENH001, Kerafast) and 1:250
rabbit anti-PCNA antibody (ab18197, Abcam) for S9.6-
PCNA PLA; 1:500 goat anti-RNA polymerase II antibody
(PLA0292, Sigma) and 1:500 rabbit anti-PCNA antibody
(PLA0079, Sigma) for RNAPII-PCNA PLA). The next day,
after washing with 1× PBS twice, cells were incubated with
pre-mixed Duolink PLA plus and minus probes for 1 h
at 37◦C. The subsequent steps in proximal ligation assay
were carried out using the Duolink® PLA Fluorescence
kit (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Slides were then stained with DAPI and imaged on a Zeiss
LSM880 confocal microscope for S9.6-PCNA PLA and
Zeiss LeicaDM18 microscope for RNAPII-PCNA PLA.
Click chemistry-based detection of nascent nucleic acid syn-
thesis
For detecting nascent DNA synthesis, cells were labeled
with 10 M 5′-ethynyl deoxyuridine (EdU) for 30 min be-
fore harvesting and processed using the Click-iT® EdU
flow cytometry assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, cells were
fixed, permeabilized and subjected to the click reaction.
Cells were then incubated in PBS with 0.1 mg/ml RNase A
for 1 h at 37◦C and DNA was stained with 0.05 mg/ml pro-
pidium iodide. Flow cytometry was performed on a FACS-
Verse™ flow cytometer using the BD FACSuite™ software
(BD Biosciences). Data analysis was performed by using the
FlowJo software. For EU-Click analysis using microscopy,
cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 15 min, permeabilized with
0.5% Triton X-100 for 5 min, and subjected to the click re-
action. To inhibit transcription, cells were treated with 100
M cordycepin (CORD) 2 h before fixation. Slides were
then stained with DAPI and imaged on a Zeiss LSM880
confocal microscope.
Quantitative in situ analysis of protein interactions at DNA
replication forks (SIRF) assay
The SIRF assay was performed as previously described
with slight modification (43). Cells were plated on LabTek™
chamber slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and incubated
with 100 M EdU for 10 min. For replication stress condi-
tions, EdU was removed and slides were washed two times
with PBS before incubation in pre-warmed media with 2
mM HU for 3 h. After washing two times with PBS, cells
were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 20 min at room temper-
ature and permeabilized with 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS
for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were washed with
PBS twice for 5 min each. After washing, the click reac-
tion cocktail (2 mM CuSO4 (Copper sulfate), 20 M bi-
otin azide and 10 mM sodium ascorbate in PBS) was added
to each chamber then incubated at room temperature for
1 h. Subsequent steps were carried out with the PLA meth-
ods described above using either mouse anti-biotin or rabbit
anti-biotin antibodies in conjunction with the antibody for
the protein of interest. Slides were stained with DAPI and
imaged on a Zeiss LSM880 confocal microscope.
Isolation of protein on nascent DNA (iPOND) assay
The iPOND assay was performed as previously described
(44) with slight modification. HEK293T cells were incu-
bated with 20 M EdU for 20 min. For a pulse-chase ex-
periment, cells were then treated with 10 M thymidine
for 0, 15 and 30 min. Cells were subsequently fixed us-
ing 1% formaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature. The
crosslinking reaction was quenched using 0.125 M glycine
and cells were washed three times with PBS. Cells were
incubated with 0.25% Triton X-100™ in PBS for 30 min
at room temperature then pelleted. Permeabilization was
stopped with 0.5% BSA in PBS. Cells were then pelleted
again and washed with PBS. After centrifugation, cells were
resuspended with the click reaction cocktail described in
the SIRF assay methods section and incubated for 1 h at
room temperature on a rotator. After centrifugation, the
click reaction was stopped by resuspending cells in PBS
containing 0.5% BSA. Cells were then pelleted and washed
with PBS twice. Cells were resuspended in lysis buffer
and sonicated. Lysates were cleared then incubated with
streptavidin-agarose beads overnight at 4◦C in the dark. The
beads were washed once with lysis buffer, once with 1 M
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to nascent DNA, the 2× sodium dodecyl sulfate Laemmli
sample buffer was added to packed beads (1:1, v/v). Sam-
ples were incubated at 95◦C for 30 min, followed by im-
munoblotting.
Affinity purification-mass spectrometry analysis
HEK293T cells were transfected with Strep-tag II-ATAD5
cDNA. After 48 h, nuclear extracts were prepared, and
lysates were incubated with Streptactin-sepharose beads
(GE Healthcare). Bead-bound proteins were washed and
eluted with 2.5 mM d-Desthiobiotin (Sigma-Aldrich) in
buffer X. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and
then visualized by staining with Coomassie blue. For LC–
MS/MS analyses, gel lanes were sliced into bands and
processed as follows. Briefly, the acetylated protein bands
were divided into 10-mm sections and in-gel digested with
trypsin. Trypsin digest products were separated by online
reversed-phase chromatography using a Thermo Scientific
EASY-nLC 1200 UHPLC equipped with an autosampler, a
reversed-phase peptide trap Acclaim PepMap™ 100 (75-m
inner diameter, 2-cm length), and a reversed-phase analyt-
ical column PepMap™ RSLC C18 (75-m inner diameter,
15-cm length, 3-m particle size), both from Thermo Sci-
entific. Samples were then subjected to electrospray ioniza-
tion at a flow rate of 300 nL·min−1. The chromatography
system was coupled in-line with an Orbitrap Fusion Lumos
Mass Spectrometer. Obtained spectra were screened against
the UniProt human database using Proteome Discoverer
Sorcerer 2.1 software with a SEQUEST-based search al-
gorithm. The comparative analysis of proteins identified in
this study was performed using Scaffold 4 Q+S. The mass
spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the
ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE [1] partner
repository with the dataset identifier PXD018207
Kaplan–Meier survival analysis and log rank test
Kaplan–Meier survival analysis is a nonparametric estima-
tion made from incomplete observations (45). The survival
analysis used the characteristic ‘vital status’ to calculate
survival probability. For patients undergoing treatment, we
used ‘days to last followup’ and did ‘right-censoring’ com-
pared to ‘days to death’ for patients who died. A log rank
test was performed to identify how two groups are signif-
icantly different. For analysis of the dependency of over-
all survival on functional mutations in genes of interest,
patients were divided into two groups: those patients in
which functional mutations were detected and were not de-
tected based on the somatic point mutation data. For gene
expression-based overall survival analysis, patients were di-
vided into two groups, 33rd-percentile high and low expres-
sion levels, based on normalized TPM values. All overall
survival analyses were conducted with the survival (2.44.1.1
version) and survminer (0.4.4 version) R packages.
Data and assessment
Somatic point mutations, gene expression, and clinical in-
formation data of TCGA were downloaded from the Broad
Institute TCGA Genome Data Analysis Center (GDAC)
(https://gdac.broadinstitute.org). The level three data (Std-
data 2016 01 28 version) documenting patterns of muta-
tions, call and rnaseqv2 (RSEM genes normalized), were
used to identify mutation status and gene expression profiles
of tumor samples. Level four data (Stddata 2016 01 28 ver-
sion) documenting clinical information was used to extract
‘vital status’, ‘days to death’, and ‘days to last followup’
for overall survival analyses.
Statistical analysis
Prism 8 (GraphPad Software) was used to generate graphs
and analyze data. For all data, two-tailed paired Student’s
t-test was used; **** P < 0.001, *** P < 0.005, ** P<0.01,
* P < 0.05 and n.s: not significant. Statistical parameters
are described in the figures and the figure legends.
RESULTS
ATAD5 depletion leads to the accumulation of DNA–RNA
hybrids in S/G2/M cells
We first established a detection method for DNA–RNA
hybrids with S9.6 antibody in HeLa cell lines express-
ing a nuclease deficient form of RNaseH1 (D210N) in
a doxycycline-dependent manner (Supplementary Figure
S1A and B). Inhibition of DNA topoisomerase I by camp-
tothecin treatment increased S9.6 signal, as previously re-
ported (46), which was colocalized with green fluorescence
protein (GFP)-tagged RNaseH1 (D210N) (Figure 1A). De-
pletion of ATAD5 increased the intensity of S9.6 signal
colocalized with RNaseH1 (D210N) (Figure 1A and B). Ex-
pression of wild type RNaseH1, which specifically degrades
RNA in DNA–RNA hybrids, reduced the S9.6 signal in-
creased by the ATAD5 depletion (Figure 1C), suggesting
that ATAD5 regulates DNA–RNA hybrid levels.
Since ATAD5 has been reported to act primarily dur-
ing the S phase (35), we tested whether the regulation of
DNA–RNA hybrids by ATAD5 is dependent on the cell
cycle stage. We used HeLa cells expressing the fluorescent
ubiquitination-based cell cycle indicator (FUCCI) (47).
This indicator contains both CDT1 fused with a monomeric
version of Kusabira Orange 2 (mKO2) and Gemenin fused
with a monomeric version of Azami Green (mAG). The ex-
pression levels of these components vary during the cell cy-
cle stage, allowing for identification of the cell cycle stage
of individual cells. The HeLa-FUCCI cells were transfected
with ATAD5 siRNA, sorted into G1 and S/G2/M phases
by fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS), and analyzed
for DNA–RNA hybrid levels (Figure 1D). ATAD5 deple-
tion increased S9.6 signal in the S/G2/M phases, but not in
the G1 phase (Figure 1E). This is consistent with previous
reports that ATAD5 depletion causes defects such as PCNA
accumulation on DNA during the S and G2 phases (35). In
Figure 1E, S9.6 signal was similar in control cells between
G1 and S/G2/M phases. On the other hand, a recent report
showed that S9.6 signal was higher in the S and G2 phase
(10). This might be explained in part by differences in sam-
ple preparation and inclusion of nucleolar S9.6 signal in the
analysis.
Recent studies revealed that Fanconi anemia proteins,
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Figure 1. ATAD5 depletion increases DNA–RNA hybrids predominantly in non-G1 phases. (A, B) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1 (D210N)-GFP cells were
transfected with ATAD5 siRNA for 48 h or treated with 1 M camptothecin (CPT) for 3 h and immunostained with the S9.6 antibody. (A) Representative
images of S9.6 immunostaining. (B) The intensity of S9.6 staining was quantified and plotted. (C) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP cells were transfected
with Ctrl or ATAD5 siRNA, treated with doxycycline to express RNaseH1 for 48 h and immunostained with the S9.6 antibody. (D, E) HeLa-FUCCI cells
were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA for 48 h, sorted into G1 and S/G2/M phases using a cell sorter, and immunostained with the S9.6 antibody. (D)
Representative images of a FACS sorting profile. (F) HeLa cells were transfected with a combination of ATAD5 and FANCD2 siRNAs and immunostained
with the S9.6 antibody. (B, C, E, F) Three independent experiments were performed and one representative result was displayed. Red bar indicates mean
value. Statistical analysis: two-tailed Student’s t-test; **** P < 0.001, *** P < 0.005, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05 and ns, not significant.
pression of R-loop formation at sites of TRCs (14). We
therefore investigated whether ATAD5 and FANCD2 show
epistasis for the regulation of DNA–RNA hybrids. Deple-
tion of either ATAD5 or FANCD2 increased S9.6 signal
and depletion of both proteins further increased S9.6 sig-
nal, suggesting that ATAD5 and FANCD2 work in differ-
ent pathways (Figure 1F). Taken together, these results indi-
cate that ATAD5 is a novel regulator that suppresses DNA–
RNA hybrid formation predominantly outside of the G1
phase.
ATAD5 depletion induces collisions between accumulated
PCNA and the transcription machinery
Transcription-replication conflicts (TRCs) occurring dur-
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tion and genomic instability (7,48). ATAD5 unloads PCNA
from chromatin during DNA replication and releases repli-
some proteins, which allows for establishing new replication
factories (32,35). Consequently, ATAD5 depletion leads to
the accumulation of PCNA and PCNA-binding proteins for
an extended time on DNA behind replication forks, which
could also cause a collision with the active transcription ma-
chinery. Since the DNA–RNA hybrids increased predomi-
nantly at the non-G1 phases in ATAD5-depleted cells, we
hypothesized that ATAD5 depletion increased either TRCs
at the replication forks or a collision between accumulated
PCNA and the transcription machinery behind the replica-
tion forks. We performed a proximity-ligation assay (PLA)
between RNA polymerase II (RNAPII) and PCNA, which
are essential proteins in transcription and replication ma-
chineries, respectively. The RNAPII-PCNA PLA signal was
increased upon ATAD5 depletion (Figure 2A and B), which
disappeared with RNaseH1 expression. This suggests that
ATAD5 facilitates the resolution of TRCs or prevents a col-
lision between accumulated PCNA and the transcription
machinery. RNaseH1 has been reported to release RNAPII,
which is trapped by the associated R-loops, from the chro-
matin (49). This might explain the disappearance of the
RNAPII-PCNA PLA signal by RNaseH1 expression in ei-
ther cases.
When collisions between the transcription machinery and
the replication machinery or the accumulated PCNA occur
due to defects in replication, which is expected in ATAD5-
depleted cells, a reduction in transcription rate is expected.
We tested this possibility by measuring 5-ethynyl uridine
(EU) incorporation into newly synthesized RNA. When we
measured EU intensity using immunostaining, ATAD5 de-
pletion reduced EU signal (Figure 2C and D). Treatment
with the transcription inhibitor, cordycepin caused almost
complete disappearance of EU signals, confirming that such
EU signal represents newly transcribed RNA. Interestingly,
the reduced EU signal by ATAD5 depletion was not re-
stored by RNaseH1 expression (Figure 2E and F), sug-
gesting that collisions between the accumulated PCNA and
the transcription machinery rather than R-loop itself or R-
loop-associated TRCs is a major cause of the reduced tran-
scription rate. Unexpectedly, less EU signal was observed in
control cells expressing RNaseH1 (Figure 2F). The reduc-
tion might result from a defect in transcriptional termina-
tion by RNaeH1 expression (15). Additionally, we specu-
lated that blocking transcription would reduce the S9.6 sig-
nal increased by ATAD5 depletion if the DNA–RNA hy-
brids are involved in TRCs or collisions between the tran-
scription machinery and the accumulated PCNA. As ex-
pected, cordycepin treatment lowered the S9.6 signal that is
increased by ATAD5 depletion (Figure 2G and H). Taken
together, these data suggest that ATAD5 depletion increases
transcription-associated DNA–RNA hybrids.
PCNA remaining on DNA after replication fork passage
causes R-loop formation in ATAD5-depleted cells
The reduction of EU signal, which was not restored by
RNaseH1 expression, in ATAD5-depleted cells suggests
that accumulated PCNA interferes with transcription ma-
chinery (Figure 2C–F). A recent study of the DNA–RNA
hybrid interactome had PCNA as a top hit (30); therefore,
we hypothesized that R-loops could be formed near PCNA
when transcription machinery collides with PCNA accumu-
lated on DNA in ATAD5-depleted cells. To test the hypoth-
esis, we measured the proximity between S9.6 and PCNA
by PLA analysis. ATAD5 depletion dramatically increased
the number of PLA foci between S9.6 and PCNA (Fig-
ure 3A and B). Notably, either transcription inhibition or
RNaseH1 expression reduced the number of S9.6-PCNA
PLA foci to basal levels. PCNA accumulated on DNA by
ATAD5 depletion may increase the probability of proxim-
ity with existing R-loops. However, ATAD5 depletion did
not increase PLA signal between PCNA and RFC4 (Fig-
ure 3C and D). This suggests that the accumulated PCNA
caused by ATAD5 depletion does not always increase PLA
signal with proximal proteins and that the enhancement of
S9.6-PCNA PLA foci by ATAD5 depletion was likely due
to increased R-loops. The increased PLA foci between S9.6
and PCNA can be also interpreted to indicate the prox-
imity between PCNA present at the replication fork and
the abundant R-loops in ATAD5-depleted cells. However,
the PLA signal between S9.6 and RFC3 was not increased
in ATAD5-depleted cells (Supplementary Figures S2A and
S2B), suggesting that the increased proximity is specific to
PCNA accumulated on DNA behind replication fork rather
than at ongoing replication forks. Next, we performed a
PLA recovery experiment using U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 cell
lines capable of doxycycline-induced expression of wild
type ATAD5 (ATAD5WT), ATAD5 that is defective in
PCNA-unloading (ATAD5E1173K), or ATAD5 that shows
defective interactions with UAF1 (ATAD5UAF1) (Figure
3E and (32)). ATAD5WT and ATAD5UAF1, both PCNA-
unloading competent, successfully reduced the number of
PLA foci between S9.6 and PCNA caused by ATAD5 deple-
tion. However, ATAD5E1173K, which is defective in PCNA
unloading, failed to fully reduce the number of PLA foci to
basal levels (Figure 3F and G). These data strongly suggest
that R-loops are formed at regions where PCNA unloading
did not properly occur upon ATAD5 depletion.
Since ATAD5 depletion increased R-loop signal dur-
ing S/G2/M phases (Figure 1E), we examined whether
PLA foci levels between S9.6 and PCNA increase during
the S phase of ATAD5-depleted cells. We arrested cells at
the G1/S boundary with a single thymidine block and si-
multaneously released cells into the S phase (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2C). The number of S9.6-PCNA PLA foci
increased after ATAD5-depleted cells entered the S phase
(Figure 3H and I). Consistently, the reduction in EU sig-
nal by ATAD5 depletion occurred only after cells enter S
phase (Figure 3J). Similar to the EU analysis result us-
ing asynchronous cells (Figure 2F), RNaseH1 expression
did not restore the EU signal reduced by ATAD5 deple-
tion in cells both at the G1/S boundary and the S phase
(Figure 3K), suggesting that the R-loop is not the rea-
son for the reduced transcription rate. More EU signal
was observed in cells at the S phase (Figure 3J and K),
which would be due to transcription of ribosomal RNA
genes being maximal in the S and G2 phases (50). Taken
together, these results suggest that collisions of transcrip-
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Figure 2. ATAD5 depletion increases PCNA-RNAPII PLA signals and reduces transcription rate. (A, B) HeLa cells were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA
and, after 24 h, transfected again with GFP cDNA or GFP-tagged RNaseH1 cDNA. 24 h later, cells were fixed and subjected to a proximity ligation assay
(PLA) between PCNA and RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). (A) Representative images of PLA. (B) Number of PLA nuclear foci was counted and plotted.
(C, D, G, H) HeLa cells were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA for 48 h before harvesting or fixation. To inhibit transcription, cells were exposed to 100
M cordycepin (CORD) for 2 h before fixation. (E, F) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP cells were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA, treated with doxycycline
(DOX) to express RNaseH1 for 48 h before fixation. (C–F) Cells were treated with 1 mM 5-ethynyluridine (5-EU) for 10 min before fixation and subjected
to EU-click reactions. (C, E) Representative images of EU staining. (G, H) Fixed cells were subjected to S9.6 immunostaining. (G) Representative images.
(B, D, F, H) Three independent experiments were performed and one representative result was displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis:
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Figure 3. PCNA remained on DNA by ATAD5 depletion generates R-loop signal. (A, B) After transfection and doxycycline treatment, HeLa-TetOn-
RNaseH1-GFP cells were treated with 100 M cordycepin for 2 h, fixed, and subjected to a PLA for S9.6 and PCNA. (A) Representative images. (B)
Number of PLA nuclear foci was counted and plotted. (C, D) U2OS cells were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA for 48 h and fixed for a PLA between
PCNA and RFC4. (C) Representative PLA images. (D) Number of PLA nuclear foci was counted and plotted. (E–G) U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 cell lines were
transfected with ATAD5 siRNAs and treated with doxycycline to express wild type ATAD5 (ATAD5WT), UAF1 interaction defective mutant ATAD5
(ATAD5UAF1), or PCNA unloading defective mutant ATAD5 (ATAD5E1173K). After 48 h, chromatin-bound proteins were prepared for immunoblotting
(E) or fixed for a PLA between S9.6 and PCNA (F, G). (F) Representative images of PLA. (G) Number of PLA nuclear foci was counted and plotted. (H–K)
After siRNA transfection, cells were exposed to 2.5 mM thymidine for 18 h (G1/S boundary) and then released to fresh media for 5 h (S phase) before
fixation. Asynchronous cells (Asyn) were also analyzed (H, I). (H–J) HeLa cells. (K) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP cells were transfected and treated with
doxycycline for 48 h. Fixed cells were subjected to a S9.6-PCNA PLA (H, I) or EU-click analysis (J, K). (L) U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 cell lines were transfected
with ATAD5 siRNAs, treated with doxycycline to express ATAD5WT or ATAD5E1173K, and fixed for S9.6 immunostaining. (A–L) Three independent
experiments were performed, and one representative result was displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis: two-tailed Student’s t-test;
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Next, we performed an R-loop recovery experiment using
U2OS–TetOn–ATAD5 cell lines (Figure 3L). Expression
of wild type ATAD5 repressed S9.6 intensity increased by
ATAD5 depletion, indicating the effect is ATAD5-specific.
ATAD5E1173K expression only partially repressed the S9.6
intensity increased by ATAD5 depletion, suggesting that
the PCNA unloading activity of ATAD5 is important for
preventing the R-loop formation.
ATAD5 interacts with DEAD-box RNA helicases and DHX9
through the UAF1 binding domain
ATAD5E1173K partially reduced R-loop levels increased by
ATAD5 depletion, although ATAD5E1173K is less efficient
than ATAD5WT (Figure 3L). This suggests that ATAD5 de-
pletion increases R-loop formation due to defects in other
processes in addition to PCNA unloading. To identify any
additional mechanisms of R-loop regulation by ATAD5,
we identified ATAD5-interacting proteins using affinity
purification-mass spectrometry (Figure 4A). We found sev-
eral candidate-interacting proteins and chose to focus on
DEAD-box RNA helicases such as DDX1, DDX5, DDX21
and the DEXH-box RNA helicase DHX9 since recent stud-
ies showed DNA–RNA hybrid resolution by the RNA he-
licases (21,22,25,29). We confirmed the protein-protein in-
teractions between ATAD5 and these four helicases us-
ing immunoprecipitation (Figure 4B). FLAG-tagged wild
type ATAD5 interacted with endogenous helicases. Inter-
estingly, ATAD5 that is defective in UAF1 binding dimin-
ished the interaction with the helicases (Figure 4B). UAF1
depletion also reduced interactions between ATAD5 and
the four helicases tested (Figure 4C). These results suggest
that ATAD5 interacts with the helicases through its UAF1
binding domain. We also checked for interactions between
UAF1 and the helicases. FLAG-tagged UAF1 interacted
with the endogenous helicases and ATAD5 depletion low-
ered their levels of interaction (Figure 4D). These results
suggest that both ATAD5 and UAF1 cooperate in the bind-
ing of RNA helicases. Interactions among ATAD5, UAF1
and RNA helicases were also confirmed using reverse im-
munoprecipitation by pulling down FLAG-tagged DDX5.
DDX5 co-immunoprecipitated with ATAD5, UAF1 and
RNA helicases such as DHX9 and DDX21 (Figure 4E).
These interactions were also confirmed by immunoprecipi-
tation using endogenous proteins, as immunoprecipitation
of ATAD5 pulled down UAF1 and RNA helicases such
as DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 (Figure 4F and G). It was
difficult to detect endogenous ATAD5 and UAF1 in im-
munoprecipitates of DDX5. However, when UAF1 was
ectopically expressed, ATAD5 was detected in immuno-
precipitates of DDX5 (Figure 4H and I), again highlight-
ing the importance of UAF1 in binding of helicases by
ATAD5. We performed an in vitro pulldown assay with
purified ATAD5 N-terminus (1–400 amino acids), UAF1,
and DDX5. DDX5 interacted with UAF1 but failed to
interact with the ATAD5 N-terminus (Figure 4J). UAF1
has been reported to interact with USP1 using N-terminal
WD40 repeats and with FANCI or RAD51AP1 using the
C-terminal SUMO-Like domain (SLD) (51,52). We found
that UAF1 interacted with DDX5 using the N-terminal
WD40 repeats but not the C-terminal SLD domain (Fig-
ure 4K). These results strongly suggest that UAF1 mediates
interaction between ATAD5 and DDX5. Since UAF1 is im-
portant for interactions between ATAD5 and the RNA he-
licases, UAF1 depletion might affect R-loop levels. UAF1
depletion increased S9.6 signal in an RNaseH1 expression-
sensitive manner (Figure 4L). Taken together, these results
suggest that ATAD5 and UAF1 cooperate in the binding of
DEAD-box RNA helicases and DHX9 to regulate R-loop
levels.
Depletion of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases in-
creases R-loop formation in S/G2/M phases
The ATAD5-interactors DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and
DHX9 have been reported to resolve DNA–RNA hy-
brids and increase R-loop formation when depleted in cells
(22,25,26,30). Since ATAD5 depletion increased R-loops in
non-G1 phases (Figure 1E), we checked whether the deple-
tion of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases affects
R-loop formation in specific cell cycle phases. Depletion
of these RNA helicases increased R-loop formation pre-
dominantly in non-G1 phases, similar to ATAD5 depletion,
suggesting that RNA helicases interact with ATAD5 and
UAF1 to resolve R-loops during S/G2/M phases (Figure
5A–H). Additionally, we found that simultaneous depletion
of ATAD5 and DDX5 did not show any synergistic or addi-
tive effects on S9.6 signal intensity, suggesting that ATAD5
and DDX5 regulate R-loop resolution in the same pathway
(Figure 5I and J).
We performed an in vitro DNA–RNA hybrid unwind-
ing assay using a commercial purified DDX5 protein and
a substrate of 6-carboxyfluorescein (FAM)-tagged DNA–
RNA hybrids (Supplementary Figure S3A). We confirmed
that DDX5 has DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding activity, as
recently reported (Supplementary Figures S3B and S3C;
(25)). Addition of ATPS, a nonhydrolyzable ATP analog,
blocked the DNA–RNA unwinding activity of DDX5, sug-
gesting that DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding by DDX5 re-
quires ATP hydrolysis (Supplementary Figure S3C).
ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases are important for
resolving R-loops under replication stress
We examined whether ATAD5/UAF1-helicase interactions
are functionally important for R-loop resolution in cells.
Depletion of ATAD5 and UAF1 increased S9.6 signal more
than depleting only ATAD5 or UAF1 (Figure 6A). Con-
sistently, ATAD5WT fully restored and ATAD5UAF1 par-
tially restored S9.6 intensity to basal levels (Figure 6B).
ATAD5UAF1 can unload PCNA (35) and consequently re-
duced S9.6-PCNA PLA signal increased by ATAD5 deple-
tion (Figure 3F). Therefore, the partial decrease of S9.6 sig-
nal by ATAD5UAF1 suggest that ATAD5/UAF1-helicase
interactions are also important for R-loop regulation. The
result is also consistent with other reports suggesting that
DNA–RNA hybrids spontaneously form and acts as a
blockade for replication fork progression unless they are
properly resolved by the DNA/RNA helicase (9,10,17).
In order to identify the specific conditions under which
the ATAD5/UAF1-helicase interaction is additionally re-
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Figure 4. ATAD5 interacts with DEAD-box RNA helicases and DHX9. (A) HEK293T cells were transfected with strep-Tag II-ATAD5 cDNA. After 48
h, proteins were extracted and subjected to affinity purification-mass spectrometry analysis. The numbers of peptide hits for some selected proteins from
the analysis were displayed. Proteins in red indicate DEAD-box RNA helicases and DHX9. (B–E, K) After transfection of HEK293T cells as indicated,
nuclear extracts were prepared for immunoprecipitation (IP) with an anti-FLAG antibody. Immunoprecipitates were eluted, resolved by SDS-PAGE, and
immunoblotted using the indicated antibodies. (F–I) Nuclear extracts from HEK293T cells were immunoprecipitated with anti-ATAD5 antibody (F, G)
or anti-DDX5 antibody (H, I). (H, I) Cells were transfected with UAF1. (G, I) Relative band intensities were quantified and plotted, N=4. Statistical
analysis: two-tailed paired Student’s t-test; **** P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05, ns, not significant. (J) Purified MYC-FLAG-DDX5, His-UAF1,
and His-FLAG-ATAD5-N400 (ATAD5 1–400 aa) proteins were incubated as indicated and pulled down with an anti-MYC antibody. Purified FLAG-
His-MBP-TALE protein was included as a negative control. (K) HEK293T cells were transfected with FLAG-tagged DDX5 and one of S-tagged UAF1
deletion mutants (S-UAF1WD40 and S-UAF1SLD). (L) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP cells were transfected with UAF1 siRNA, treated with doxycycline
to express RNaseH1 for 48 h and immunostained with the S9.6 antibody. The intensity of S9.6 staining was quantified and plotted. Three independent
experiments were performed, and one representative result was displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis: two-tailed Student’s t-test; *
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Figure 5. Depletion of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases increases R-loop formation predominantly at the non-G1 phases. (A–D) HeLa-FUCCI
cells were transfected with siRNAs as indicated. After 48 h, cells were sorted into G1 and S/G2/M phases and subjected to S9.6 immunostaining. (A, C)
Representative images. (B, D) The intensity of S9.6 staining was quantified and plotted. (E–H) Whole cell extracts from cells transfected with indicated
siRNA were immunoblotted. (I, J) HeLa cells were transfected with indicated siRNAs and subjected to S9.6 immunostaining. (I) Representative images
of S9.6 immunostaining. (J) The intensity of S9.6 staining was quantified and plotted. (B, D, J) Three independent experiments were performed, and one
representative result is displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis: two-tailed Student’s t-test; **** P < 0.001, *** P < 0.005, ** P < 0.01,
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Figure 6. Depletion of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases increases R-loop formation under replication stress. (A) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP
cells were transfected as indicated and subjected to S9.6 immunostaining. (B, C, E, F) U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 cell lines were transfected with ATAD5 or
UAF1 siRNAs and treated with doxycycline to express wild type or mutant ATAD5. After 48 h, cells were fixed for S9.6 immunostaining. (D) HeLa-FUCCI
cells were transfected with a combination of ATAD5 siRNA and ATAD5 cDNA expression vector for 48 h, sorted into G1 and S/G2/M phases using a
cell sorter, and immunostained with the S9.6 antibody. (G, H) HeLa cells were transfected with indicated siRNAs before fixation for S9.6 immunostaining.
(C–E, G, H) Aphidicolin (APH) was added to cells at a concentration of 0.4 M for 1 h before fixation. (A–H) The intensity of S9.6 staining was quantified
and plotted. Three independent experiments were performed and one representative result was displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis:
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plying low doses of aphidicolin, a replicative polymerase in-
hibitor. Aphidicolin treatment increased R-loop signal, as
reported (Figure 6C and Supplementary Figure S4A; (7)),
which was lowered to the basal level when RNaseH1 was
overexpressed (Supplementary Figure S4A) and was not
observed in cells in the G1 phase (Figure 6D). These re-
sults strongly suggest that the S9.6 signal represents R-loop
accumulated by replication stress. No changes in cell cycle
profile by the low-dose aphidicolin ruled out the possibility
that the increased R-loops result from an increased number
of cells in the S phase (Supplementary Figure S4B). Under
the replication stress conditions, expression of ATAD5WT
but not ATAD5UAF1 led to recovery of basal S9.6 sig-
nal (Figure 6C and D), suggesting that the interaction of
ATAD5 with UAF1 is essential for R-loop regulation dur-
ing replication stress. The S9.6 signal increased by aphidi-
colin treatment was further increased by ATAD5 depletion
specifically at the S/G2/M phases, which also suggesting
that the effects result from replication stress (Figure 6D).
ATAD5E1173K partially recovered basal S9.6 signal under
replication stress conditions (Figure 6E), similar to normal
conditions (Figure 3L). The partial recovery of S9.6 inten-
sity by ATAD5E1173K suggests that ATAD5E1173K, which
can interact with UAF1, can reduce R-loops by restoring
the abundance of the DEAD/DEXH box RNA helicases at
the replication forks reduced by ATAD5 depletion. As ex-
pected, when UAF1 was depleted simultaneously, cells ex-
pressing ATAD5E1173K completely failed to restore S9.6 sig-
nal (Figure 6F). This data strongly suggests that ATAD5
suppresses R-loop accumulation at the replication forks
through these two mechanisms; PCNA unloading and in-
crease of the availability of DEAD/DEXH box RNA heli-
cases at the replication forks.
Since interactions between ATAD5 and DEAD/DEXH-
box RNA helicases are affected by UAF1 interaction (Fig-
ure 4B and C) and ATAD5 is more dependent on UAF1 in-
teraction to regulate R-loops during replication stress (Fig-
ure 6C), we examined whether the requirement for RNA he-
licases in order to resolve R-loops is affected by replication
stress. Aphidicolin treatment increased R-loop signal com-
pared to untreated cells when ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
RNA helicases were depleted (Figure 6G and H). Consis-
tently, the increased S9.6 signal by the depletion of those
RNA helicases was sensitive to RNaseH1 expression under
both normal and replication stress conditions (Supplemen-
tary Figures S4C–F).
ATAD5 depletion reduces the protein level of
DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases at replication forks
under normal and replication stress conditions
ATAD5 primarily acts at replication forks during S phase.
According to the published data from experiments us-
ing isolation of proteins on nascent DNA (iPOND)-mass
spectrometry (53), the RNA helicases that interact with
ATAD5 are also present at replication forks. We confirmed
this using an iPOND-immunoblot assay combined with
a 5-ethynyl-2-deoxyuridine (EdU)-thymidine pulse-chase.
DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 were indeed enriched
at ongoing replication forks (Figure 7A). When ATAD5 was
depleted, the protein level of these helicases at the replica-
tion forks was reduced, suggesting that ATAD5 is required
for recruitment or maintenance of the helicases at the repli-
cation forks (Figure 7B). The total chromatin-bound pro-
tein levels of the DEAD/DEXH-box helicases were not
changed in ATAD5-depleted cells (Supplementary Figure
S5A). This may be because only part of DEAD/DEXH-
box helicases are regulated by ATAD5 and this regulation
only occurs at certain replication forks during the S phase. It
is also possible that the regulation might occur in only those
replication forks that actually require R-loop resolution ac-
tivity even in a temporary manner. This might explain why
changes of DEAD/DEXH-box helicases were detected in
iPOND experiments followed by a crosslink step but not in
bulk chromatin fractionation and immunoblot.
Since replication stress increases R-loop formation (Sup-
plementary Figure S4A; (7)), it is possible that replication
stress also increases the abundance of DEAD-box RNA
helicases and DHX9 at the replication forks. To test this
possibility, we performed an assay called the quantitative
in situ analysis of protein interactions at DNA replication
forks (SIRF) assay, which examines the association of a
protein and EdU-labeled nascent DNA at the single cell
level (43,54). Replication stress was induced by hydroxyurea
(HU) which depletes intracellular nucleotide pools. HU
treatment increased R-loop signal, as reported, which was
lowered to basal levels when RNaseH1 was overexpressed
(Supplementary Figure S4A; (15)). In addition, a cell cy-
cle profile was not changed by our HU treatment condition
(Supplementary Figure S4B). The association of DDX21 or
DDX5 with nascent DNA was increased by HU treatment,
suggesting higher recruitment or retention of helicases at
the replication forks under replication stress (Figure 7C-F).
The specificity of the antibodies used for the SIRF assay was
confirmed by disappearance of immunofluorescence signals
with the corresponding siRNAs (Supplementary Figures
S5B and C). HU-induced higher association of DDX21 or
DDX5 with nascent DNA was reduced in ATAD5-depleted
cells and was fully restored by expression of ATAD5WT,
but not ATAD5UAF1, under both normal and replication
stress conditions. Taken together, the results suggest that the
abundance of the RNA helicases at the replication forks is
maintained in an ATAD5/UAF1-dependent manner under
normal and replication stress conditions, which was rein-
forced by UAF1 under replication stress.
It is also possible that the association of ATAD5 with
replication forks is dependent on the DEAD/DEXH-box
helicases that interact with ATAD5/UAF1. To test the
possibility, we performed the SIRF assay for ATAD5 af-
ter depletion of DDX1 or DDX21. Depletion of neither
DDX1 nor DDX21 changed the ATAD5-SIRF signals
while ATAD5 depletion significantly reduced the signals
(Supplementary Figures S5D–F).
Depletion of DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases reduces
replication fork progression under normal and replication
stress conditions
ATAD5 depletion reduces replication rates (35).
Since ATAD5/UAF1 is important for maintaining
DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases at the replication
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Figure 7. ATAD5 depletion reduces the association of RNA helicases with normal and stalled replication forks. (A) HEK293T cells were labeled with EdU
for 20 min and then treated with 10 M thymidine for indicated times. Whole cell extracts were prepared for an iPOND EdU-thymidine chase assay. (B)
HEK293T cells were transfected with ATAD5 siRNA for 48 h then whole cell extracts were prepared for an iPOND assay. (C–F) U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5
cell lines were transfected with ATAD5 siRNAs and treated with doxycycline to express wild type ATAD5 (ATAD5WT) or UAF1 interaction defective
mutant ATAD5 (ATAD5UAF1). After 48 h, cells were fixed for a SIRF assay on DDX21 (C, D) or DDX5 (E, F). Hydroxyurea (HU) was added at a final
concentration of 2 mM for 3 h before fixation. (C, E) Representative SIRF images. (D, F) Number of nuclear SIRF signal foci were counted and plotted.
Three independent experiments were performed and one representative result is displayed. Red bar indicates mean value. Statistical analysis: two-tailed
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activity at replication forks can hinder replication fork
progression. Consistent with this hypothesis, depletion of
ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases reduced repli-
cation rates measured by EdU incorporation (Figure 8A
and B). Low-dose aphidicolin further reduced replication
rate in all cells tested. Importantly, expression of RNaseH1
restored the replication rates to normal levels (Figure 8C),
suggesting that reduction of replication rates by DDX5
depletion is due to defects in R-loop resolution during
fork progression. Depletion of any helicases did not show
additive or synergistic effects with ATAD5 depletion on
replication rates under normal conditions (Figure 8D
and E). Moreover, ATAD5UAF1 unable to interact with
DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 RNA helicases could
not fully restore the replication rate reduced by ATAD5
depletion (Figure 8F). Taken together, these results suggest
that R-loop resolution by the ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
RNA helicases is important for replication fork progression
during both normal and replication stress conditions.
Kaplan-Meier overall survival curves were dependent on the
mutation or down-regulation of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases
Given the known associations between ATAD5 and can-
cer, we analyzed data from The Cancer Genome Atlas
(TCGA) to examine whether the mutation status or gene
expression profiles of DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases
DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 significantly correlate
with cancer survival. For analysis, we organized the four
helicases into Group I (Supplementary Figure S6A). Pa-
tients with head-neck squamous cell carcinomas (HNSC)
and glioblastomas (GBM) that had at least one mutation in
a DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicase gene had shorter sur-
vival lengths compared to patients lacking mutations (Sup-
plementary Figure S6B). Kaplan-Meier analysis indicated
that patients with low expression of DDX1 or DDX21 in
GBM and low-grade gliomas (LGG) had shorter survival
lengths compared to patients with high expression of DDX1
or DDX21 (Supplementary Figure S6C). UAF1 expression
was also low in patients with HNSC and LGG with short
survival times. Taken together, the cancer survival anal-
ysis suggests a significant association between the muta-
tion status or gene expression profiles of ATAD5/UAF1-
interacting DEAD/DEXH-box RNA helicases and cancer
patient survival. However, since ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
RNA helicases play additional roles besides R-loop regu-
lation, further studies will be needed to specifically corre-
late cancer patient survival with R-loop regulation by the
ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases.
DISCUSSION
R-loops possess dual opposing functions, as they are nec-
essary for many normal cellular processes but threaten ge-
nomic stability upon dysregulation. To reduce unnecessary
R-loops, cells use two major mechanisms: resolving R-loops
and preventing new R-loop formation. In this study, we
found that ATAD5 regulates R-loop levels at replication
forks by both mechanisms (Figure 9). Under normal condi-
tions (Figure 9, i), RNA helicases such as DDX1, DDX5,
DDX21 and DHX9 migrate with replication forks in a pro-
cess dependent on interactions with ATAD5 and UAF1.
When replication forks encounter R-loops that already ex-
ist or are newly generated by the head-on TRCs in the
genome, the RNA helicases resolve these R-loops and al-
low the replication forks to continue moving. Replication
stress causes stalled replication forks, which can also result
in TRCs and R-loop formation (Figure 6 and (1)). Under
replication stress (Figure 9, ii), additional ATAD5/UAF1-
interacting helicases are recruited to the replication forks,
resolve the R-loops, and facilitate replication fork progres-
sion (Figure 8). The interactions between ATAD5/UAF1
and the RNA helicases are also important for increasing
the abundance of the helicases at the replication forks under
replication stress. The interactions might help recruit more
helicases or their retention recruited by other mechanisms.
R-loops are present throughout the genome, predomi-
nantly near gene promoters. Accumulating evidence sug-
gests that R-loops can be generated at sites of stalled
RNA polymerase complexes and block DNA-based pro-
cesses, promoting genomic instability (9,10,55–57). Head-
on TRCs (7,8) have been also reported to facilitate R-
loop formation. RNaseH1 expression increases replica-
tion rates or replication fork progression even without
external replication stress (Figure 8C and (58)), suggest-
ing that R-loops act as obstacles for efficient fork pro-
gression and that there is likely a mechanism for R-
loop removal during replication fork movement (10,55).
Sen1/Senataxin DNA/RNA helicase has been reported
to move together with forks and promote fork progres-
sion across RNAPII-transcribed genes (17). Recently, two
groups also reported that DDX19 and DDX47 RNA he-
licases resolve R-loops formed during replication stress
(19,27). Here, using nascent DNA-associated protein analy-
ses and cell cycle-based approaches, we provided strong evi-
dence that the activity of the DEAD/DEHX-box RNA he-
licases actually occurs at DNA replication forks during S
phase. We did not provide data to distinguish the DNA–
RNA hybrids that were already present before the cells
enter the S phase from the newly generated DNA–RNA
hybrids at the S phase by head-on TRCs or replication
stress. We propose that DNA–RNA hybrids formed at ei-
ther the G1 or S phase would be resolved by DNA/RNA he-
licases including ATAD5/UAF1-interacting helicases dur-
ing the S phase. Given the presence of R-loops throughout
the genome, the activity of DEAD/DEXH-box helicases
and Sen1/Senataxin helicases, which move with replication
forks, seems to be required during general DNA replication
to remove DNA–RNA hybrids that may become obstacles.
During replication stress, additional DDX5 and DDX21
proteins are recruited to replication forks (Figure 7C–F).
Since these helicases interact with ATAD5, it is possible
that the number of interactions between these helicases and
ATAD5 would increase. However, there was no significant
change in interactions between ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
helicases and ATAD5 under replication stress (data not
shown). Replication stress might generate a situation where
more R-loop resolution activity is required. However, even
in that case, the abundance of proteins at replication forks
is dependent on the UAF1 interaction domain of ATAD5,
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Figure 8. Depletion of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases reduces DNA replication rate. (A, B, D, E) U2OS cells were transfected with indicated
siRNAs. (A, B) Cells were pre-treated with 0.1 M aphidicolin for 30 min before EdU labeling. (C) HeLa-TetOn-RNaseH1-GFP cells were transfected
with DDX5 siRNA and treated with doxycycline to express RNaseH1. (F) U2OS-TetOn-ATAD5 cell lines were transfected with ATAD5 siRNAs and
treated with doxycycline to express wild type ATAD5 (ATAD5WT) or UAF1 interaction defective mutant ATAD5 (ATAD5UAF1). (A–F) After 48 h, 10
M EdU was added for 30 min before fixation for EdU-click reactions and propidium iodide (PI) staining. (A) Representative FACS results. (B–F) The
geometric mean of EdU signal was quantified and plotted. Statistical analysis: two-tailed paired Student’s t-test; *** P < 0.005, **, P < 0.01, * P < 0.05.
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Figure 9. Graphical model for R-loop regulation by ATAD5 and ATAD5/UAF1-interacting RNA helicases. (i) During normal replication, ATAD5-RLC
and ATAD5/UAF1-interacting DNA/RNA helicases migrate with a replication fork. ATAD5-RLC unloads PCNA after Okazaki fragment synthesis is
completed. ATAD5/UAF1-interacting DNA/RNA helicases resolve R-loops ahead of the replication fork and facilitate replication fork progression. (ii)
Upon replication stress, stalled replication forks increase TRCs and unscheduled R-loop formation. In this case, additional ATAD5/UAF1-interacting
DNA/RNA helicases are recruited to the replication fork and resolve R-loops to ensure faithful replication fork progression. In both normal and replication
stress conditions (i and ii), the abundance of the helicases at the replication fork are dependent on ATAD5/UAF1 interaction. (iii) In ATAD5-depleted
cells, the reduced R-loop resolution by ATAD5/UAF1-interacting DNA/RNA helicases leads to defects in replication fork progression. In addition,
PCNA and its interacting proteins accumulated on DNA in the lagging strand behind forks collide with transcription machineries, which consequently
increase R-loop formation at the collision site. (iv) In ATAD5UAF1-complemented cells, abundance of the helicases decreases at the replication forks
and consequently R-loops ahead of replication fork cannot be efficiently resolved in both normal and replication stress conditions. (v) In ATAD5E1173K-
complemented cells, collisions between accumulated PCNA with its interacting proteins and transcription machinery increase R-loop formation. The
abundance of ATAD5/UAF1-interacting DNA/RNA helicases are restored at the replication fork via the UAF1-bining domain of ATAD5E1173K, but
they cannot resolve the newly formed R-loop due to spatial and temporal gaps between the replication fork and the collision site.
increases the RNA helicases at replication forks under repli-
cation stress.
It has been reported that DEAD/DEXH-box RNA heli-
cases function in complexes. DDX1, DDX21 and DHX36
form a complex with the adaptor molecule TRIF to detect
double-stranded RNA in myeloid dendritic cells (59). Inter-
actions between DDX5 and DHX9 have also been reported
(44,60). In addition, ATAD5 interacts with RNA helicases
including DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and DHX9 and main-
tains their abundance at the replication forks through its
UAF1 binding domain (Figures 4 and 7). Since DDX5 im-
munoprecipitates with DHX9 and DDX21 (Figure 4E and
G), it is possible that at least these three helicases are re-
cruited as a complex to single replication forks. However,
depletion of any RNA helicases increases R-loop formation
(Figure 5) and decreases replication rates (Figure 8). There-
fore, it is possible that each RNA helicase is recruited to a
different fork, or that the helicases serve different functions
at stalled forks depending on context.
The 5′ to 3′ DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding activity is
probably required to resolve intracellular R-loops. ATAD5-
interacting RNA helicases, DDX1, DDX5, DDX21 and
DHX9, have been reported to have the DNA–RNA hy-
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DDX1 has proven to have a 5′ to 3′ polarity. DHX9 has been
reported to have a 3′ to 5′ polarity but the 5′ to 3′ polarity
has not been tested yet. On the other hand, in the in vitro
assay for DDX5 and DDX21, the substrates used were un-
able to identify polarity of the helicases. This also applies to
our DDX5 data (Supplementary Figures S3B and C). How-
ever, we suspect that the DNA–RNA hybrid unwinding by
DDX5 and DDX21 would come from 5′ to 3′ unwinding
activity both the in vitro assay and in cells since increased
S9.6 signal by depletion of either proteins was observed by
many studies including ours.
The other mechanism of R-loop regulation by ATAD5
depends on PCNA unloading activity. When ATAD5 is de-
pleted in cells, PCNA cannot be unloaded from the chro-
matin and consequently accumulates on DNA in the lag-
ging strand behind replication forks (Figure 9, iii; (35)).
In addition, in ATAD5-depleted cells, PCNA and many
PCNA-binding proteins remain there for a long time, and
in some cases after cells enter the G2 phase (35). This situ-
ation can provide an opportunity for the transcription ma-
chinery to collide with the accumulated PCNA at any time
before the PCNA is unloaded by the residual ATAD5 ac-
tivity. Accordingly, such situation reduces the transcription
rate specifically in S phase in ATAD5-depleted cells (Figure
3J and K). This provides new evidence that proteins non-
covalently accumulated on DNA can collide with RNAPII
leading to R-loop generation. There is a spatial and tem-
poral gap between an ongoing or stalled replication fork
and a collision site. We do not know the exact or even
the approximate number of PCNA molecules remaining
on DNA in ATAD5-depleted cells. However, based on the
published PCNA immunoblot and imaging data (32,35,36)
and considering the very short length (∼160 bp) of eukary-
otic Okazaki fragments (61), significant numbers of PCNA
would occupy the lagging strand away from the replication
fork. The spatial and temporal gap between a replication
fork and the collision sites behind replication forks could ex-
plain why ATAD5E1173K cannot reduce the increased num-
ber of PLA foci between S9.6 and PCNA by ATAD5 de-
pletion (Figure 3F and G). Even though the abundance of
RNA helicases at the replication fork can be restored by
ATAD5E1173K via the UAF1 interaction domain, these he-
licases cannot act on the R-loop generated by the collision
between accumulated PCNA and RNAPII due to the spa-
tial and temporal separation between the replication fork
and the R-loop (Figure 9, v).
In our study, PCNA remaining on DNA upon ATAD5
depletion increases the PLA signal between PCNA and
RNAPII, thus increasing R-loop formation near PCNA
(Figures 2A and 3). This raises the following question:
what is the main source of conflicts between RNAPII and
PCNA? As described above, it is strongly suggested that
accumulated PCNA stalls the RNA polymerase complex
leading to new R-loop generation at the collision sites in
ATAD5-depleted cells. Alternatively, the RNAPII-PCNA
PLA signal in ATAD5-depleted cells may result from con-
flicts between transcription machinery and PCNA on lead-
ing strands. When replication forks encounter R-loops un-
der normal conditions, active PCNA unloading from the
leading strand may be important to resolve conflicts. The
reduction of RNAPII-PCNA PLA signal by RNaseH1 ex-
pression in ATAD5-depleted cells (Figure 2A) partially
supports this possibility, although questions remain about
whether active PCNA unloading actually occurs and how
PCNA that remains on leading strands in ATAD5-depleted
cells generates conflicts.
The S9.6 antibody recognizes any DNA–RNA hybrids
larger than six nucleotides in length in the genome (62).
Therefore, the RNaseH1-sensitive S9.6 signal detected in
ATAD5-depleted cells may correspond to the DNA–RNA
hybrid generated during DNA damage repair or Okazaki
fragments synthesis in addition to the R-loop. Depletion of
DDX5 or DDX21 has been reported to increase DNA dam-
age (22,63), which could lead to S9.6 signal. However, since
DNA damages and damage checkpoint signals were not ob-
served in the ATAD5-transiently depleted cells (35), it ap-
pears that the reduced ATAD5-interacting RNA helicases
at the replication forks caused by ATAD5 depletion does
not produce DNA damage, at least in the time course of
our experiments. In our study, the co-depletion of ATAD5
and DDX5 showed a similar level of S9.6 signal compared
to the single depletion of ATAD5 (Figure 5J). This suggests
that the contribution of DNA damage to the S9.6 signal in-
creased by DDX5 depletion may be cell context-dependent.
The replication fork rate and the number of origins fired did
not change in ATAD5-depleted cells (35). This implies that
almost the same numbers of Okazaki fragment compared
as a control cell are present in an ATAD5-depleted cell.
However, when ATAD5 is depleted, the cell population in
S phase increased (35). It is possible that the increased S9.6
signal might simply indicate an increase of S phase cells in
which Okazaki fragments are formed. However, S9.6 signal
was increased when ATAD5 was depleted in cells enriched
at the S/G2/M phases (Figure 1E), which rules out the pos-
sibility. We also found that S9.6-PCNA PLA signal, but not
S9.6-RFC3 PLA signal, was increased in ATAD5-depleted
cells (Figure 3A, B and Supplementary Figures S2A, B).
These data strongly suggest that the cause of S9.6 signal
is the accumulated PCNA behind replication forks rather
than Okazaki fragment at the ongoing replication forks.
All these data strongly support that the RNaseH1-sensitive
S9.6 signal detected in ATAD5-depeled cells corresponds
to the R-loop rather than to the DNA–RNA hybrid during
DNA damage repair or Okazaki fragments synthesis.
In the present study, we provided evidence that
ATAD5/UAF1-interacting helicases clear DNA–RNA
hybrids during DNA fork progression. It has been reported
that these helicases also have roles beyond acting at repli-
cation forks. DDX1 promotes clearance of DNA–RNA
duplexes formed at the I-SceI-induced DNA double strand
break sites to facilitate homologous recombination (26,64).
DHX9 promotes R-loop suppression at transcription
termination regions and prevents R-loop-associated DNA
damage in cells treated with camptothecin (30). Inter-
estingly, recent studies have shown the opposite role for
DDX1 and DHX9 in R-loop regulation. DDX1 converts
RNA G-quadruplex structures into R-loops to promote
Immunoglobin H (IgH) class switch recombination (65).
Such post-transcriptionally-formed R-loops appear to
have a distinct R-loop tolerance mechanism compared to
R-loops formed co-transcriptionally by RNAPII (65,66).
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locus with impaired RNA splicing (49). This suggests
that ATAD5/UAF1-interacting helicases play different
roles depending on genomic context and can actually
promote R-loop formation in certain genomic loci. Future
studies will be required to identify regulatory mechanisms
that direct helicase activity to properly deal with various
genomic contexts.
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